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(:07). In this last week since the establishment of the new Earth Council we have seen a 

positive move in one government. Using KF T to bring equality to planet. (:10). Training 

of Mozhan's will continue. (:15). Maybe next week the Innovation Center will show 

tangibility of SS. A couple years ago we showed the Coke bottle and people looked for 

energy but never fully understood it. Now you all know the secret Pl liquid is Caustic. 

The disintegration of the screw end of the plastic was the target, because it has specific 

characteristics, when you put the electrodes in, and the caustic in, due to the what the 

electrodes were extracting, there was a specific condition at the screw end, draws red dots 

there, the molecular structure opened up, disintegrated, and released what we were 

looking for. (:18). As atomic H. When Man understands the use and be able to create 

Tritium (H3), then he will gather the full knowledge to go into space. TODAY we teach 

you how to create TRITTIUM and how to use it. Tritium in nuclear technology is a curse 

of the reactors because of the radiation, but as a Gans Pl is a gift to the U. There's a 

difference btn 3 atoms of H and what I call Tritium, you can change a H into Tritium. 

One of the reasons the Belgium's made us a terrorist organization was because they said 

we were using radiation and Plutonium to create N materials. It releases huge amounts of 

energy. (:20). This is why we got involved with TEPCO and showed them how to convert 

it into gold. ?? the atomic structure of the gold is the structure of the Coke bottle. Yes we 

produce field strength at the gamma level, but it isn't harmful to man because it's in a Pl 

condition through the lid of the Coke bottle. The Russians, Americans, and Chinese have 

spent billions trying to reach atomic H to use for atomic bomb, clandestine operations. 

The compression of certain plastics of certain products allows the creation of Tritium. It's 

very strange, the way CH bond works allows these things. I was trained to look in the 

depths of the atom, and I looked what is the essence of creation, a neutron, and free it to 

use it, but hide it in a magic show. In line with the production of the disintegration of the 

plastic I will create tritium. BUT in a Pl condition. (:23).  I had explained how to collect 

tritium from the Coke bottle with pipes, I called it H. The electrodes are used to pull it up 

from the cap area. The H hides in the first tank then ?? develops to the top tank. The 

reason we use Tritium in space T is because of the way it comes to exist. The story, who 

ever has a mustache is not your uncle, half of Iranian men are not your uncle. (He draws 

3 intersecting rings). Ask yourself how elements are formed. O is the same across the 

planet, each vegetation releases O of different strength according to its own structure, 

even though we call them all O. When you have an O like in CO2, it means 2 O equal in 

strength have managed to interlock using the C as an interconnect. When you have 3 H, a 

Pl in a matter state before it becomes a Pl of the Tritium, the same composition. These 3 

H molecules of one element are not all the same. (:26). One has a very slight strength 

connection with the other, and the same with the second and third, so you see the 3 H are 

not a copy of each other, they all have something slightly in common with each other the 

structure allows the fulfillment of the totality. Understand this and the next step is easy. 

You have a common denominator, energy balance btn the 3, but you have 3 objects, 

entities in the strength, one of them is the common denominator, one is free, and that 

common denominator ?? , because of the structure of the H can only be one thing, a 

Neutron in that element. Now you see the game play, how to convert atomic molecular 

structure of the H into the Gans and Pl of the ?? He draws 3 circles in a row, and this is 



what you have, draws an infinity loop around the 3.  (:29). The key to the operation of 

your flight S, how to energize and position it, travel, carry information. You have to set 

your S the same way, I'll explain how the game has changed, (Sun,  your Spaceship,  

Earth). If you change the Sun to another Galaxy field force and earth also .. how you 

operate the fields in the Pl dictates if you are arriving or leaving. Why H is the 

cornerstone of any operation S in the U. It's not so much the strength of its electron and 

proton, but its Neutron. The neutron crossing this U according to the central line 

principle, the MG field strength is the same across this U.  (:31). In the space travel we 

look for this, but fortunately on this planet because of its condition we can select and 

separate it, there are conditions where we can see Tritium hidden in the structure of the 

matter state, where is becomes the fuel of the future. You have neutron which can split 

into electron and proton as it needs. They are all Pl energy packs, you make accumulation 

of any part of this (?? splitting), then you can collect any element, H, Cu, gold. But in the 

Pl condition we don't see it as creation of individuals (elements) but as the totality of the 

fields. He draws a spiral and at the end, the 3 H of tritium, and somewhere farther inside 

(spiral) is the Cu, gold, plutonium ... and man hasn't found out about the elements that 

exist in the higher levels. (:34). We have to understand how to use the matter P into the Pl 

physicality. You all have to become masters of this. It's like you have passed through the 

city on a high speed train and haven't time to look at the scenery. (Need to slow down and 

absorb the knowledge. ) A lot of S gives you different combinations of ?? H3, and in S 

you have created CH3, in fact, all of you who have been around the KF have produced 

tritium in the Pl state. I have made atomic nuclear Pl Physicists out of you without your 

knowing it. And you know more then all the ones who call themselves nuclear Physicists. 

It's been so natural for you that you didn't know it. (:36). Slow down go back and look at 

what you missed. A lot of you have made Gans of CO2, CuO2, CuO, ZnO, CH3. When 

one person touches on it, it means the enlightenment is already (in) the others. One of the 

KS understands and the others get enlightened. In production of CH3, how did it come to 

exist? One side galvanized (whatever is) Fe + Zn, and the other plate Cu. The CH3 has a 

tint of red in it, ?? you put an Fe piece to the bottom and it dripped blood, ?? Fe in plate 

connected it. (:39). AA, CH3 has the energy to feed you, give strength, because it's a C 

with a H level, which is in line with the AA, and the hemoglobin in the body. Understand 

that Zn and Cu N coated create the condition of C, you created a mixture, have an GE 

backing. Some of the Fe with a given strength with Cu gives you, H3 or what I call 

Tritium, in fact, the Gans material you have is a Tritium H, but because you use it in a 

matter state it looks to you that way, a matter state H. I am a magician, a master of 

science of the elements in the U. For 3 years you have been producing but not understood 

what you have. (:41). Now you are ready. Now you understand the essence of the U in 

running a space reactor has always been in your hands. You have here, everlasting 

energy, composition of elements to give you whatever you need in the U. When we spoke 

of COHN, CO2, CuO2, ZnO2, we always explained the connection of O btn them. If you 

put CH3 here, it connects the C of COHN and CO2 and itself. You can use CH3 as a fuel. 

CH3 is a GIVER (and M and ACIDIC, repulsion) , the other ones due to the pull of the 

O are TAKERS (and G and ALKALINE, attraction). (:44). This is why when you mixed 

CH3 with CO2 (in reactor) and achieved certain speed of rotation which created a 

positioning in the strength of the Pl, you had your reactors leaking liquid or you lost a 

couple of your reactors (flew away somewhere), depending how much the G field inside 



was weaker compared to the M ?? which you added to it as CH3. You created a shielding 

that an entity inside, that the middle core could not hold onto, and it disappeared. The 

problem with science is the choice of words for the same entity created mayhem in the 

science world. We call it Coulombs barrier, another name is atmosphere. We call it G 

others alkaline. (:46). It's all the same but the choice of words has created mayhem in the 

brain of man. Those who understand can create Tritium in a Pl H condition, then you can 

use this as a point to attract fields according to the strength you need from the span 

of the U. It will take man 1000 years to understand this last sentence. This is the key to 

travel in all dimensions of this U, then if you understand the nature of the mixture of the 

same element you call H, plays the same game in travel in between different U's of the 

Unicose. Because the energy level in the central line of every U, again is like the proton 

and electron and neutrons ?? up to free H, has a common element strength, this is the key 

to deep space travel across U's. Blessed are those who understand.  (:49). I have given 

you the key to space travel and the desire for man to have whatever he desires and needs 

at any point in the U, as H of different strengths are part of the AA of the body. If you 

understand this you'll understand the totality of the creation. Those that don't it's another 

word in the dust of ?? this planet. Go back to the P of your own existence, every plant 

even though is gives O, the O is different in Pl strength value. Go in your P and explain it 

in a deeper sense, that means the AA which makes the layer of the kidney has a match in 

?? another part of the U through the H link, the neutron of that H. Then through your 

desire and your own body create your own transportation across the U. It will take 1000 

to scratch even the surface of this knowledge. (:51). Every position in the U has a 

matching point in the physicality (body) of the man, if he understands this he has 

conquered the U. Then you understand, "I made Man in the image of Myself" in every 

point of the U. Within me is the existence of the Center Point, the totality has a common 

denominator. How do you contain this, Pl Gans of H? ... do you need to attach it, or for 

the ignition for the others to become part of it, convert themselves into it and you make a 

decision of how much of it. Containment of the Gans of H is the game of the U. Those 

who learn to containment it in an effective way get different knowledge of the U and 

according to their intelligence they can see the work of the U. (:53). The containment of 

the neutron that it can release the totality of its essence of universes is the game of the 

men of science of the UC. No culture in the U has completed it yet, and even they haven't 

understood 2% of it, and still after billions of years are in the process of unraveling it as 

they still see more that they haven't understood yet. They key to deep space is the 

manipulation of what you call the Neutron. The Pl of the Neutron is the strength because 

it's the Neutron that dictates according to your understanding, when it divides its proton 

and electron will be positioning ?? of an atom. The same is with a U. The containment of 

a Neutron is the game of the U. You can produce the fields that the end product of the 

positioning of the fields will give you the materials you need. Or in its interaction with 

another Neutron gives you the positioning in the U you want to take. (:55). This is how 

you will find the first key for man to enter space technology in its true sense. The key is 

to hold on, to use the common denominator. In many books you speak about the hollow 

planet, it's correct because its the Pl of a neutron which holds the center, and that's only 

the fields without tangibility and as the fields inside it interact or reduce in strength lead 

to creation of matters in the boundary of the whole S. There are 2 choices, you can 

produce it and then let it contain itself, or produce it and use the knowledge you have up 



to now to contain it, but at the same time you loose some (? energy) to it. There is a ratio 

of the speed of rotation of the fields which dictates its interaction and its position. 

Understand what I said. In that process the MG field of the neutron in what it allows to be 

emitted or absorbed dictates the position and shape of the entity which you decide to 

travel or you decide to use it as a home. (:57).  How do you contain CH3 in Gans state 

that it appears as a Pl. The only way is by itself, remember the N coated Cu and then the 

Gans of the Cu, and a lot of you put the Gans of Cu back on the Cu N coated, but it gave 

you no energy, and you say you have a problem producing energy, but some of you did 

produce energy, because you had accidentally some CH3 in your mixture. Understand the 

containment of the Pl has to be spherical. Use what you use to create the CH3,  or allow 

H which is in an atomic condition to become the center of its Pl condition, the way you 

put food in your mouth and it goes from matter to Gans state when it enters the body. 

(:59). In behavior of the strength of both M and G field, now you dictate the mass. The 

reason I teach this is that I want those who understand to head in one direction, space lift, 

motion, and positioning, interaction and attraction of other fields, in motion ?? from the 

planet. Landing on the moon in a few seconds fully protected with shielding, 1 G space 

travel ... ?? you convert the energy of it for food, according to the link of its C connected 

to your E to the matter of your desire. I wish gold in my hand and I carry a reactor which 

holds a neutron power and the other hand which is a giver, will produce it because it 

gives to satisfy my soul and its E to have the gold. .. How do you produce atomic H 

which in the process is due to the containment of what we spoke, the food in mouth, 

which is a containment of the Gans state. (1:01).  Today with this teaching I bring you in 

line with what the space T and Innovation Center are doing. Because it's time to create 

motion, lift and take off. Go back to the when you had the cores (rotating Gans) you had 

the layers (of Gans on side of cores) and you had the hollow center. If you choose CH3 in 

the Pl condition, then how much neutron in the shape of the Pl of H of monatomic 

strength you want to release. (1:02). The CH3 that you produced in the strength of the M 

field has decided the condition ... the CH3 is the mouth and the H you create inside 

becomes the matter which you convert to the Gans and it adds to the total mass of the 

structure you decide where it should be. You can create a pump and a tank like how I 

showed with the Coke bottle. You can use a mixture like galvanized steel as an 

embodiment of a core, and use a N coated rod in the middle of the Cu to produce the 

CH3, instantaneously becomes ?? due to choice of CH3, within the atomic structure of 

the H and you create yourself a Pl of a neutron. he draws a spiral (a Pl), outer is H closer 

in Cu, gold, but you missed ... they all have a common denominator, Nitrogen, or ?? 

neutron. ?? that ?? neutron is what is holding and adding to the mass. In itself it sits in 

layers in the strength in the center. (1:05). That is of the H connection, Cu and gold. And 

this level of interaction or the strength is the creation of the motion of the Pl of itself. You 

don't only have positive neutrons (? protons) which rotate the other way, you have the 

same with neutrons. If these layers have different strengths, one more stronger then the 

other the neutron can rotate in both ways. In centuries to come when they discover that 

neutrons can move one way or the other, how did Keshe know. Understanding the 

concept clarifies the knowledge. I have explained the Principle Strength or point of any 

structure. This is how the U holds itself together. This is how every elements becomes of 

the other in different strength, positions in respect to the central line of the U. Because 

now this structure has its own common denominator with its Galaxy and U. (1:07). The 



common denominator neutron which inevitably in interaction of its fields with each other 

in friction leads to the creation of the H, is the essence of the Creation. And now you 

understand how to control and contain it, add to and take from it. Now you understand 

the Totality or at least part of it as a reference point for the future of the knowledge of the 

man. I have taken you into the deep, deep sanctum of the knowledge of the U, but 

unfortunately not many will understand. Those of you who are from the UC, what I call 

knowledge seekers of the U, are laughing your heads off, because some of you have been 

looking for this for millions of years, and you thought you were experts in the space 

travel. These teachings will not only elevate the soul and knowledge of the man but will 

elevate the men of the U and the universes.  (1:09). Understand that it's very much like 

the alphabet, it's the same alphabet when you write your ?? and same alphabet when you 

write your thesis as a PhD, nothing has change, it's the essence of the knowledge which is 

gained, it's the difference of the intelligence of the creature. If you understand how you 

mix, adapt, control, now you have the fuel of the U. Because CH3 in your AA is a giver 

and has the connection of the C which connects with the Totality. You created it out of 

the condition of the AA. So it's already conditioned to the connection of the energy of the 

man's E and soul. Now you understand why we put H on top of the SF because it's the 

giver and if it gives strong on the top it can absorb stronger fields from the base, in the G 

field strength. (1:11). Blessed are those who understand. The cornerstone of the space 

travel is understanding the control of a neutron, what I call the Principle Plasma, which is 

the essence of the creation of the U. Different proportions dictates if it is going to be 

neutron or a U, but the containment and the field within both is exactly the same.  

Questions. How many people will we see flying next week. (1:14). Lady asks about 

getting the Gans injections for healing cancer, etc. This process is going through its 

authorization phase we need a couple more weeks to complete. We have thousands of 

people who want to receive it. Some people in Norway claimed that they can do this and 

it has caused huge problems. You can not make statements on behalf of KF that you can 

cure cancer. If you make claims you have to be able to support it. We make claims and 

can support it. (1:16). We are trying now to get it to go internationally. We will announce 

when it's ready. The injections are prepared in a specific way. We know some doctors are 

using it and have been successful, but please be patient until we announce it. We need to 

sort out visas for medical tourism. (1:19). A lot of you are using different Gans mixture to 

cure cancer. But the injections are different, they are highly specialized, and we 

producing it under scientist and carefully controlled. The injection is extremely effective 

and has to be produced in a specific way by the scientists. If you take CO2 or CuO2 

water and inject yourself you can cause huge damages. It's because of the power which it 

carries. When I go to China in future we will work with the Chinese government to sped 

up the process. Last week we were ?? invited to China, it's now up to your officials how 

they speed it up. We will transfer the full knowledge when we arrive. (1:22). We have 

technologies in the background which we do not release. When we went to Ghana we 

transferred technology for immediate use in that area. I have developed a lot of 

technologies and applications but "there are horses for courses". For example the west 

has no interest what so ever for malaria treatment, except for their Pharmaceuticals 

selling drugs to third world, draining their finances. In Ghana we gave the full solution 

for Malaria, not only treatment but to eliminate the mosquito from the environment which 

the man live. You don't have to take tablets. We create a condition in the body which 



doesn't suit Malaria mosquito. Understand that mosquito is part of the chain of the food 

of the planet, therefore we can't spray to kill. If we change the environment where it lays 

its eggs, in blood of man, then it will have no place to live. It will find existence in ?? In 

this process we don't go to destroy, we accommodate with the position what we are 

pleased to live and those that can not have to find a new position. So we don't use 

pesticides, but let each one find its own position. We have a ?? food transfer for Chinese 

public. (1:25). It's a gift to your president and nation. We don't ask for donation, if you 

want you give. But some of you have donated time to advance the T and that is a gift to 

humanity. I will not take man into space until he is equipped so he doesn't get abused. 

(1:26).   (1:38). Ali shows coils and Gans to create a motor less system, fields will rotate. 

The problem with the cups is that they are open, you have to encapsulate the whole  

sphere. (1:40).   (1:43).     

(1:46). (important about reactor )  

 

(1:51). Tries to get photos from new Chinese Center.  

(2:00). Dr. Klaus tells what's happening with Chinese TCM doctors. (2:03). Show photos 

of KF center in China.  (2:06). They use N coated nickel to make CO2 Gans. Keshe says 

you still produce CO2 Gans with Zn plate because part of the isotopes of nickel fall into 

the category of creating, but it is not the same CO2 as with Cu. It's a different strength. 

You can use any combination of elements that the atomic mass difference is C. Nickel; is 

harder to reach, whereas Cu can be done in any household. (2:08). Is it dangerous to 

drink water of CO2 from Nickel or Titanium? What do you mean by that? The field 

strengths are different. Yes, but as I said not all the H and O are the same, so you produce 

CO2 but not as the same strength as you do with Cu. As reference you can use Al and K 

to produce CO2 also, if you find the right isotopes. We don't produce the CO2, instead 

we create the conditions of the MG field of the Pl of the C. This is the difference of the T, 

we don't go to produce. If for example, the strength btn the 2 plates is Cu then you attract 

Cu. As we saw with Peter in Austria, if you create the fields of Zn you get Zn, but if you 

do it in saltwater you probably get ZnO2, Peter didn't have saltwater, so he collected 

matter state Zn.  (2:10). If you set up Zn plate with N Cu in the medium of the air, you 

will collect solid pure C on the floor, not C oxide. But does it have the same effect to use 

it as medicine? No, one could be stronger then the other, because now most probably you 

use a higher strength C, produced from Ni.  (2:12). This C will most probably attract 

lower order O, to balance itself out and withstand the environment of the salt, because 

you can't that, or in some cases it might be reverse. So it is in totality MG fields of CO2 

but in different strengths. 50 

 

(2:18). Paul from Togo.  (2:26). Shows 2 MG reactors and he got 95% reduction in power 

consumption after 1 week. Keshe stopped it and said first send a Blueprint to KF and we 

check it and then show. We don't just let people show anything anymore.  (2:37). Vernie 

shows his reactor with large ball in center with CH3 and in center of that another rotating 

ball, there is Al and Caustic in the ball they will produce H, the reactor starts to wobble 

and then smooth out. (2:40). The process of the shielding needs that both reactors are in 

rotation that you get counter rotation and G field pull. Keshe draws the reactor, inside is 

CH3, and thin layer of Al, then a second reactor with same composition, CH3 and Gans 

of Al, and you have a field of Tritium in center reactor and btn the outer reactor, the inner 



Tritium rotates Anticlockwise and the outer clockwise, the interaction of the 2 T fields 

will create lift. but the speed of the 2 fields has to be great enough that the 2 can interact,  

(2:42). The totality of the field will interact with the earth's M field, what we call the 

Neutron Center of the planet, because now you have detached from the matter content of 

the environment. You have a double core reactor and the double core of the earth, they 

create an I Loop with each other, interact at the neutron level positioning. Earth MG field 

because of the Tritium is higher and the reactor is lower, dictates the position. These S 

you have to push to the limit, produce so much of the Tritium, H or neutron, that some of 

it becomes the strength level of the matter state of the Pl of the neutron of the center of 

the planet and then you get a response. This is not Inertia but MG positioning, then you 

can create conditions for materials on each position of the planet, then it dictates the 

position of where you want to travel to, you get attracted or repelled from.  (2:44). Then 

you mix the MG of the Pl and the matter state inertia, then it's the inertia that dictates 

where you are going to be positioned in respect back to the planet. Once you make a 

Gans of say an island in the Philippines you will not be able to use it elsewhere, say in 

US. If you create a MG field of the Inertia state of a given position of a destination, you'll 

be attracted to it, that's how you travel in that condition, or from one point to another on 

the surface of this planet. This is how birds track themselves back to where they started 

from and they land exactly back to the same branch, it doesn't matter if the tree has 

grown another 10 feet or still at same height, and it doesn't matter about the weather. 

There is a specific way they take their total (field) strength across and it's always 

constant, because the reference point is the center of the planet, neutron strength level. 

Those of you who have achieved the Pl condition of the Gans of H, and now you use the 

CH3 in that condition. (2:46). The Gans state in the inner core is enforced by the second 

layer of T ?? .. a lot of you know the electromagnetic field of the earth, then you can 

understand what speed of rotation you need to create lift above ?? orbit, a lot of you  are 

knowledgeable in that field strength, this is the key. Now you have to mass produce. So 

in 1 cm diameter if you put 10 gram Al and 5 gram CH3, in the outer core you can't do 

double because it's very thin, you go by order of magnitude in the outer sphere, you use 

for example 100 gram AL and 25 CH3 in outer core, 10 to power of 2, you increase by 

magnitude until you find the right mass motion and speed of rotation, and your S flies. 

You don't have to look for other elements, Cu, Zn or whatever. But you have enough 

experience to know how to produce this. One of the easiest ways is because this planet is 

made mainly of metallic structure, something like brass Gans or brass structure in caustic 

with CH3, you have to see what is available. (2:49). You may have to add a certain 

amount of O absorption from the process of the caustic then you will find immediate lift. 

This is what happened when people reported that their cores went missing. If you 

concentrate on H production and a lot of your cores will go missing unless you find out 

how to control it, don't forget you have chosen a C which means you can connect it with 

your E. The whole process is going to extremes, it's extreme for you to understand it. We 

can place the S inside anything, it could be a craft, ship, a car and it will find its position 

and place. It's very simple, its been in all the teachings, I referred to it a few weeks ago, 

some people understand and see how it's done. This is the first time you have managed to 

create a H Gans, which is a total Pl itself, because of its structure and strength the neutron 

stays in the center, the electrons and protons dissipating to the boundary and now you 

achieve total neutral Pl condition. The speed of rotation gives the strength difference in 



the transfer and you can fly. You can create more advanced S by creating a secondary 

pull on each one (in future man will do it), you create the positioning of the flight.  

(2:52). Any other Questions. Hello this is Donny from Ireland I am coming more from a 

housewife trying to follow the teachings. You mean you are a home maker. Thank you 

yes. A very important job. Thank you. I was wondering about Tritium, when we made 

our cold caustic and threw in the Coke bottle necks and a bit of Al foil, have we kind of 

produced Tritium in a Pl or Gans state?  You have produced atomic H in the Gans state, 

not Tritium. The production of Tritium comes from the encapsulation of CH3. In the N 

material in the Coke bottle you produce it, because of the N layer. Do you understand? 

No really. Let me explain, this goes into atomic nuclear physics, and we are all clever 

enough to understand this now a days. He draws the structure of a Coke bottle, he draws 

lines in the neck, you have the CH bond ?? has a strength .. I use a Cu (electrode, they 

called them parachutes), this Cu has a spectrum of fields in which one of them (fields) is 

Zn, this is one of the isotopes in the structure (of Cu), ?? Zn has a common strength ?? So 

what you have done with the caustic and Al in bottle, you have created a condition of 

both, ?? say that one of the electrodes has a condition of Zn and the other does not, you 

have created a condition of CO2 (like in the Kit), (2:55). This is the creation of the C, 

which attracts the C from the neck of bottle, and releases a chain of H, some of the H are 

bounded as triple H, then it becomes Tritium. When you put Al in you produce H which 

then interacts with (H of the neck). ... in nuclear physics when you say Cu it's not just Cu 

1 isotope, even if it says 99.999% pure Cu, that only means it is pure from other elements 

and not from the total isotope range of the Cu. And in that range of the Cu there is 

something that ?? is with the Zn, so in the process this becomes your electrode (the 

middle one, like a Zn plate in the saltwater of CO2 Kit), so now this creates a C MG field 

(as in CO2), and this C pulls the C from the plastic neck. Now you have the H free and in 

the structure and some of them add up to CH3, and now as a molecule they're in a ?? (gas 

or Gans) the transformation as a pull, as it is trying to become a CO2, but with a lack of 

O within the confinement (bottle), releases the CH3 or surplus H Pl in atomic structure of 

Tritium. A very, very small amount but it can be effectively used. (2:57). When you put 

Al in the bottle you make the ratio of H in respect to the C so high that it can't become a 

CH3 attachment so you have a huge amount of H Pl condition traveling to a N structure 

which means it can't ?? to because the minute you put the caustic in the bottle you have N 

coated it, so you are working in a total Gans state condition. The environment in the 

bottle is absolutely Plasmatic. So your H doesn't behave as atomic matter, but as a Pl in 

the concentration of the flow, and the ones who find themselves ?? because they came 

from the same plastic of the same strength common denominator, then they become 

Tritium. You have to understand the full process in its entirety. And if you do the Coke 

bottle with only Cu plates and don't get any reduction or destruction of the cap, but you 

use some certain materials and see the cap structure ???  This is important. We 

understand the totality so there is no random chance, we can even dictate what kind of 

plastic we want to use.  (2:59). Not all the plastic release CH3 ?? Tritium at the same 

time, or some H atoms. The H released Pl in this condition always ends up in a Pl 

condition and carries the full spectrum. Because even though you look at a neutron as a 

totality inside, it's the ring inside the core which creates the pressure to rotate and you can 

dictate some of it and that's why you have to use the same kind of material, same kind of 

ratio transfer. You can even fly a Coke bottle if you understand exactly what you are 



doing. If you rotate it or create a rotation of the Pl inside which can be done very easily 

then you'll see the bottle lift up.  I have seen it happening and it took me years to 

understand it. When you touch the bottle it feels like its got no attachment, but it's still 

there on the table, but it's changed somehow, its got no weight to it, because now it has 

integrated some of the Pl into it, its the strength of whatever it came from. (3:01). I am 

sure some of you should be able to show some lift or effects of it by next week. Use brass 

to create the condition of the ... any mixture that releases H you'll see ?? Zn, Fe, or Ni or 

one of the elements to create the H. Understand you have to create a H that is of the field 

strength of the planet. Not all H's are the same, just because you created atomic H inside 

with the Tritium has the strength of the MG field of the H in the center of the planet, you 

have interaction and it gives you position. Earth has a positioning because of its central 

core because it came from the same sun. If it came from another Solar S, but same 

structure as on earth, it might go outside the Solar S or go and sit next to the sun and still 

have its position. This is how electrons find their position and we find them in different 

stackers (layers) in the atomic structure of the matter state. I like you housewives the way 

you test things in the kitchen, but be careful the pan doesn't fly. (3:03). You do not need 

motors to create rotation, if you understand the play btn G and M field forces you can 

create rotations of the Pl and it builds up. Take your time, go back to some videos 2 years 

ago how the top layers of Gans, CO2 or whatever were rotating in the pot. We saw with 

Douglas how they could bubble up to the surface, if you understand that then you can 

create rotation without motors. There are no motors in the U, its the strength and the 

positioning. Use a combination of the matter, dry and liquid Gans, N materials, then 

you'll find out you achieve rotation very easily. In a way you introduce what they call 

"God Particles" into it, you decide what's going to be ?? and as they try to find their 

positioning and create motion, and you get rotation without the motor. The only thing left 

for me is to spoon feed you until you start your flying. But I think you have enough 

knowledge. If you take it a step further for example,  (3:05).  and you create enough 

atomic field mass of the center core of lets say a tumor and you make your G field 

slightly lower in strength then the tumor matter you can empty the tumor in no time. And 

that is all you need to do, H Gans, you go for the structure. Any disease with man, except 

viruses, has a table with 4 legs, you just need to take one leg out and the table disappears. 

He draws the AA, COHN in a box representing a table, this is the structure of the disease, 

if you create any condition that you can take one of these legs out, it will collapse, 

because the protein that supports it will no longer exist. And the easiest one to change in 

H. (3:07). This is why we say we can cure cancer in seconds, you create a MG field of the 

Gans of the protein that has created the cell of the cancer, now you take a leg off and 

there is nothing there, all of them have that strength that's why it became part of the cell 

structure. That's why in the coming time diseases which are AA based will not exist. It's 

not that we claim we can cure cancer, it's understanding the knowledge of what we have 

developed and what interaction it creates. And H is the lightest one to produce. You can 

do the same in reverse, if you have a "table" with one leg missing you find that strength 

and put it back, it goes into the DNA, and the genetic deformation disappears. The health 

knowledge of man now has to go into knowledge of Pl strength of the total energy 

spectrum of the H, C or N. For that AA to be created all the neutrons that had a common 

denominator strength in G or M ?? together, that how they became the cell of the skin or 

they become the skin of the kidney. (3:09). When we say we can eradicate the diseases 



it's not that you can understand the process of H, it's to understand the totality ?? and you 

get it. And if you look at the table analogy and make the leg another planet, star 

destination or Galaxy, would you like to add to it, which means you attract yourself to it, 

because it sees you as an addition or you don't want to be of a different one (strength) that 

pushes you back to a position in another Galaxy or whatever. ... we have to understand 

working with the nucleus and the Pl and mass which is G and M field strength, and each 

one has its own strength, birds with birds and wolves with wolves. and the same applies 

with the proportions of the MG field. Now we go with the teaching more in-depth, 

understanding the implication and application. Listen to today's teaching that has just to 

do with the Pl, within hours any of you will start showing lift. Understand you have a 

problem, your Al or CH3 came from South America and you want to fly in New York or 

Philippines. God help you. (3:13). Do you understand Vernie?   Any other Questions. 

(3:15). Iraq man asks that you have talked about different crafts some solid and others 

invisible, which is this teaching going toward? It depends on what you want. Oh, I want 

to go to space. Yes but you have to understand different H strength, it's the source of your 

shielding also. You have to work with the spectrum of the H on the neutron strength, 

because different H have different neutron strength centers. 16 25 

end 

 


